The following Attestation must be signed and agreed upon by all researchers gaining access to the Materials Research Laboratory – building 615.

I have read and will comply with the College of Engineering, Materials Research Laboratory COVID-19 related policies and procedures for a Stage 3 reopening:

Specifically, I will read and comply with:

1. The maximum occupancy and scheduling procedures outlined in the MRL Building Access SOP and/or the Lab-specific SOPs provided by my PI and/or lab manager and understand that failure to follow these procedures will result in removal from Stage 4 research.
3. The COVID-related Standard Operating Procedure for my lab (available here: Lab-specific SOPs)
4. EHS COVID training: https://ucsb.box.com/s/y41mcf0ny04cm9kc215m81znb5qu1cx
5. EHS Return to Work training on the https://www.learningcenter.ucsb.edu/

Name:_______________________________________________ Date:______________